In this paper we discuss some geometric and analytic properties of a class of locally homogeneous complex manifolds. Our original motivation came from algebraic geometry where certain non-compact, homogeneous complex manifolds arose naturally from the period matrices of general algebraic varieties in a similar fashion to the appearance of the Siegel upper-half-space from the periods of algebraic curves. However, these manifolds arc generally not Hermitian symmetric domains and, because of this, several interesting new phenomena turn up.
The possible connections between the "automorphic cohomology groups" ~/~(D, E) and the problem of periods of algebraic manifolds are also taken up in w 7.
Sections 8 and 9 are devoted to some geometric properties of the noncompact domains D~ X. First, we generalize the well known holomorphic convexity of the bounded, symmetric domains by proving that D has the maximum degree of pseudoconvexity which is allowed by the presence of certain compact analytic subvarieties in D. This result has been used by one of us to show that, with the proper choice of complex structure, the cohomology group Hk('~)(D, O(E)) has naturally the structure of a Frech6t space on which G acts continuously, and which contains a G-submodule infinitesimaUy equivalent to 7/k(~)(D, E).
These facts are related to a conjecture of Blattner about Harish-Chandra's discrete series representations and will be pursued in a future paper (cf. also [28] ).
In w 9 we prove a generalization of the hyperbolic character of bounded domains by showing that the homogeneous manifolds D are negatively curved with respect to the family of holomorphic mappings arising in algebraic geometry. This result has recently been quite useful and leads to interesting generalizations of the Picard theorem.
To conclude the introduction we want to give a few references to background and re, lated material. The compact homogeneous manifolds X = Gc/B were discussed by H. C.Wang [31] and by Borel [4] ; a rather complete discussion of homogeneous complex structures is given by Borel and tIirzebruch [6] . The invariant differential forms giving the Chern classes of homogeneous line bundles were given by Borel [41 and later by Bott [71 and
Borel-Hirzebruch [6] . In Borers paper [4] there are the first indications of the curvature properties which the non-classical domains turn out to have.
The expression for the Chern classes of homogeneous line bundles suggested the phenomenon that Hk(X, O(E)) :~0 for at most one integer k = k(~). For k(~) = 0 this vanishing theorem was deduced from the Kodaira vanishing theorem by Borel [41, Borel-Weil [5] , and Borel-Hirzebrnch [6] . The general vanishing theorem was proved by Bott [71, who made only partial use of curvature arguments.
The existence of H~(~)(X, O(E)) was proved for line bundles when k(~)=0 by Borel
and Weil [5] , who used their results to give equivariant projective embeddings of X. By combining the vanishing theorem for the Hk(X, O(E)) and the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem [16] , Borel and Hirzebruch were led in [6] to conjecture the main theorem, proved by Bott [7] , giving in general the Gc-module structure of Hk(~')(X, O(E)). In [21] Kostant gave a uniform treatment of the subject using Lie algebra cohomology.
In the non-compact case, most of the attention seems to have been devoted to the groups ~(D, E) where D is a Hermitian symmetric space. In case Y = F\D is compact, H~ O(F)) is a vector space of automorphic forms, and dim H~ O(F)) was given, for suitable bundles F-~ Y, by Hirzebruch [17] , Ise [19] , and Langlands [23] (who did not assume that F had no fixed points). On the other hand, a rather striking vanishing theorem was given by Calabi-Vesentini [81, and their work gave rise to a series of papers on the groups Hk(Y, O(F)) when D is a Cartan domain; cf. [251 and [26] .
The possibility of realizing ttarish-Chandra's discrete series representations on the L2-cohomology groups :~t(D, E) was conjectured by Langlands [24] . In the case of those groups which act on ttermitian symmetric spaces, Okamoto and Ozeki [27] have reduced the conjecture to a conjecture of Blattner about the structure of the discrete series representations, which is known to be correct in a few cases. For the groups G =SO(2h, 1), one of us [28] has proven the Langlands conjecture by a direct construction. The most recent progress on the conjecture has already been mentioned above.
Finally, we remark that many of the results of this paper have been previously announced in [10] and [29] , 
lfdihler C-spaees
We begin our discussion by recalling some facts concerning compact, simply connetted, homogeneous complex manifolds. H. C. Wang, who has named these manifolds C-spaces, has classified them in [31] . In this paper, for simplicity, we shall consider only C-spaces which admit a Kghler metric.
Let Go be a connected complex semisimple Lie group, B a parabolic subgroup. The complex analytic quotient space X = Gc/B is then a Kghler C-space, and every Kghler C-space arises in this fashion. The Lie algebras of Gc and B will be referred to as g and b;
both are complex Lie algebras. We choose a maximal compact subgroup M of Gc. Its Lie algebra, 11t0, is a real form of ~, and we denote complex conjugation of g with respect to m0 by ~. The algebra b has a unique maximal nilpotent ideal 1t_. Since the subgroup of Gc corresponding to It_ can be realized as a group of upper triangular matrices, with ones along the diagonal, it has no nontrivial compact subgroups. Thus 1110 N 11_, and hence also 1t_ N z(rt_), must be zero. By appealing to Bruhat's lemma, for example, we can conclude Moreover, ~ and V0 are also of equal rank, since they are real forms of B and V, respectively.
It will be useful to have a description of the complex structure of M/V=X without reference to Gc. Let ] be a holomorphic function on some open set U c X, and T the pullback of / to Gc. Since T is B-invariant on the right, every x fi l~, considered as a left-invariant real tangent vector field on Gc, annihilates ~. Because ~ satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations on Gc, the restriction of ~ to M, or, equivalently, the pullback of / to M, will be annihilated by every x E I} when x is regarded as a left-invariant com:p/ex tangent vector field on M. Here O(U) is the ring of holomorphie functions on Uc X, and the elements of l~ act as leftinvariant complex tangent vector fields.
We turn our attention to homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles over X, i.e.
holomorphic vector bundles to which the action of Gc on X lifts. Let E ~X be such a vector bundle. The action of the isotropy group B on the fibre of E over eB, to be denoted by E, determines a holomorphie representation re: B~GL(E). This representation associates E to the holomorphic principal bundle B~Gc~X. As an example, we mention the holomorphic tangent bundle T(X), which is clearly a homogeneous vector bundle. Its fibre over the "origin" eB is naturally isomorphic to g/b, and under this isomorphism the action of the isotropy group corresponds to the adjoint representation of B on ~]b. Conversely, every vector bundle E associated to the principal bundle B~Gc-~X by a holomorphic representation r~ of B on a vector space E is a homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle.
As a Coo vector bundle, E is then associated to the principal bundle V~M~--~X via the restriction of ~ to V; the C ~ sections of l~ over an open set Uc X can be identified with the This description is analogous to (1.3) and can be proven by a similar argument.
If g is an irreducible representation of V on a complex vector space E, the induced representation of the Lie algebra I~ 0 determines a unique complex representation of ~.
We extend it to all of 5 by letting 1t_ act trivially. This infinitesimal representation can be lifted to B because the fundamental group of B is equal to that of V. The resulting holomorphie extension of ~ to B is the only possible one: since b is the semidireet product of with the nilpotent Lie algebra It_, 1t_ must act trivially on any irreducible b-module. We deduce that every irreducible representation of V leads to one unique homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle. One particular class of examples is furnished by the homogeneous holomorphic line bundles, which arise from one-dimensional representations of V.
In order to study differential forms on X, which will be useful as a computational tool, we choose a basis e I ..... e n of T(11_), and we set ei =~(e~). According to (1. The exterior differentiation operator, d, is the sum of two operators a and ~ of degree (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. We shall derive a formula for ~ when ~ is a form of type (0, ]c).
For this purpose, we consider the structure constants of the algebra 11_:
[~,, ~j] --~c,~z, c,~ = -c,l. The adjoint representation of it_ on itself by duality determines an action on 11"_, which we write as juxtaposition; explicitly, ~ (t5 z) = -~j c~ rSL In terms of this notation, 
Dual manifolds of Kiihler C-spaces
Let X =Gc/B be a K/ihler C-space as in section one, and G a noncompact real form of Gc. We make the special assumption, once and for all, that G N B be compact. In this case we can choose a maximal compact subgroup K of G which contains G N B, and a maximal compact subgroup M of Gc containing K. As before, we set V=MN B. Since GN B is the isotropy group of G acting on X at eB, The following example, which has arisen in the first-named author's study of the periods of algebraic manifolds, may help to motivate and clarify the discussion above;
details can be found in [11] . We fix positive integers r, s, and let Q be the matrix 
Structure theory of semisimple Lie algebras
In this section, we shall review and collect some facts about the structure of semisimple is a nonsingular weight and belongs to C; 9 is minimal with respect to these two properties:
a weight ~t E C is nonsingular if and only if 2-~ E C.
Next, we consider an irreducible skew-Hermitian representation ~ of m0 on a finitedimensional complex inner product space E. The complex extension of ~z to g will be denoted by the same letter. Since ~) is an abelian Lie algebra, its action on E determines a decomposition E = ~,A E~, where Ex = (v e E I~z(h) v = (2, h~ v for every h e {)}. We choose a particular system of positive roots A+. There exists a unique weight 2, which is called the highest weight of g, with the property that Ea =#0 and ~(x) Ea = 0 for every x e g~, ~ CA+.
The subspace Ex is then one-dimensional. The highest weight characterizes ~z up to unitary equivalence. It lies in the highest Weyl chamber; conversely, every weight in the highest Weyl chamber is the highest weight of some representation g. If the system of positive roots A+ is replaced by another one, w(A+), w being an element of the Weyl group, the new highest weight will be the w-translate of the original one. The representation ~z lifts to a connected group M with Lie algebra m0 precisely when its highest weight lifts to a character of the torus H in M which corresponds to t}0. After only minor and rather obvious modi-fications are made, the statements above remain correct if m0 is the Lie algebra of a compact, but not necessarily semisimple group, and g the complexification of too.
We need to look more closely at the situation of w 2 on the Lie algebra level. Thus 5
will be a parabolic subalgebra of g, g0 a noncompact real form of g, with a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra ~o such that Do = go N 5 c ~o. The complexification ~ of ~0 has a unique ad~-invariant complement p; we set po=pN go. Then go=][0| is a Cartan decomposition, and ~oQ V~I Po is a compact real form of g which contains ~0. Henceforth, mo will designate this particular compact real form. Let ~ and ~ be complex conjugation of g with respect to go and m0, respectively. They commute, and 0 =a~ is an involutive automorphism of g whose (+1) and (-1) eigenspaces are r and p. Since ~o has the same rank as too, as was shown in w 1, we may assume that the Cartan subalgebra ~)oc mo chosen at the beginning of this section lies in ~0, and hence in ~o-Then 0 commutes with the adjoint action of ~), and every rootspace ~ is contained either in ~ or in p. The root ~ is said to be compact if the former is the case, and noncompact otherwise. We denote the sets of compact and noncompact roots by A r and A~.
Since the rootspaces g~ are one-dimensional, every subatgebra llo of go which contains ~o is spanned over R by ~0 and go N (g~Oa(~)), with a ranging over a suitable subset tF of A.
It is known that the exponential map, restricted to P0, is a diffeomorphism. A normalization with properties a)-e) is exhibited in [15] ; e) implies f), because 0(e~)= -each, and g) is a consequence of d). It will be convenient to define Na.p=0 and ea+~ =0
if a+fl~$A and ~+fl~0. We conclude this section with a simple lemma, which will be used in w 5. In the second sum, the term corresponding to fl makes a contribution only if fl--g is a root, since otherwise N_p.a=0. Thus we can replace fl by g+~, and sum over all positive roots ~; ~ = ~ can be excluded because 2g is never a root when ~ is a root. We use (3. The same argument as used to prove (4.4)x gives:
Using A+(re) as a set of positive roots for M, we let F be the unitary M-module with highest weight A E C~. Restricting to V we get a unitary V-module Fv, and we assert that:
Fv ~-E| where S contains no V-module equivalent to E;
i.e. the multiplicity iu(E, F) of E in Fv is one.
Proof. The highest weight space Wa, relative to A+(zr), of F occurs with multiplicity one; thus, #(E, F)~1. Since %-Wan0 for ~EA+(~r)N A(~) we see that/~(E, F)40.
We now show that: [ E~_S.
Proof. Here F (~) is the ~h-symmetric power of F; in [13] , a differential-geometric proof of (4.16) with a reasonably precise estimate of ko is given.
Returning to our case of a homogeneous bundle E~-~X defined by an irreducible unitary representation ~r: V-> GL(E), we have: :E-+S is injective for all ~e 1l_, 740.
For a subset ~Fc(I), we let <xF>=~aE~,a. The highest weight 2 of g:V-+GL(E) satisfies (2, a)> 0 for all ~ E A+, and all weights of g have the form 2-(xF). Thus E has a weight space decompositionE = ~W~_<~,> where h w = <2 -(xF>, h> w for all we W;t-<,r>.
Clearly e a:W~-<~,>-> W~_<~,+a>, and we claim that (4.14) will be proved if we can show the following special case: 
The decomposition ~ = t[@ [+(~ L ([_ =l+) gives an invariant almost-complex structure to G/K, and the integrability condition is just [t[, I+] ___ [+. In other words, if a(zt) = 0, then G/K is Hermitian symmetric and G/V-~G/K is holomor phic.
The converse is easy to prove and will be omitted.
Remarl~. This result shows that only under very special conditions will we be able ta construct automorphic /orms, relative to F, on D.
As a final application, we consider the canonical bundle K~X. 
Computation of the Laplace--Bellxaml operator
Continuing with the notation of w167 1-3, we consider a K~hler C-space X = Gc/B where B is a Borel subgroup; in this case, the set (I) of (3.7) is empty. Therefore, if G is a real form of Gc such that G n B is compact, V0 = go N 1~ coincides with I]0, and in order to emphasize this fact, we shall now refer to G N B as H. Let then D = G/H be dual to X. We do not We keep fixed a homogeneous holomorphic line bundle E~-~D determined by a character )l of H; 2 will tacitly be identified with its differential, which is a weight in 1~.
We recall the basis {e_a I g ~ A+} of 11_ from w 3, and we denote the elements of the dual basis 
The equations b(/o~ -A) = ~ e_joJ -~ A oJ -~ (5.2) T(loJ -A) = 89 ~. foJ-" A e_,,a~ -A af define operators ~, T: A~(E~)->Ak+I(Ea)
. In these summations, ~ runs over A+; e_~ acts on f as a left-invariant complex tangent vector field on G, and on co-AE An* by the action contragredient to that on 1l_. Then ~ =~ + T, as can be read off from (1.6).
The inner product on 11" described by (w-% w-P) =6~B is invariant under the adjoint action of H, and thus gives rise to a G-invariant Hermitian metric on D. The line bundle
Ex has an essentially unique G-invariant metric. With respect to these choices of metrics, ~, ~, and T have formal adjoints ~*, ~*, T*, and (
5.3) [] = (a-~* +Z'Z) = (~ + T)(~* + T*) + (~* + T*) (~ + T)
is the Laplace--Beltrami operator.
Since a(e~)=~ae= is the complex conjugate of e_~ relative to go, the formal adjoint of e_a acting on G~176 is -eae a. We embed 11~_ in g* by letting 11~_ act trivially on ~ and a(11_). 
eao.)-P=.Na~.pm -~-p a~,fl6 A+.
Similarly one finds that the action of e_a on 1t*_ is given by 
T* (I~ -'~ ) = 89 ~ l e~,i(o -'~) o~ -.~ = 89 ~ li(o~-',) e,,o~ -.~"
Again, the summations extend over all a E A+.
For ~, fie A+, one gets the identities
(5.8) a) e(o~-") i(o~-a) + i(~o-a) e(o~ -~') = 8"~ b) eao~ -A = ~ e(e~-P) i(o~-P) o~ -'~ # c) e~,e(o~ -~) =e(e~o~-~) +e(~o-a)e~, d) e,~i(o) -~) = i(o~ -p) e,, -i(e_,, o~ -p)
which can be deduced from (5.6); in b), c), d), ~ may also be a negative root.
Let us compute b~* + b*~. For to~ -a E A ~ (Ea),
(a& +a*o) (ko -'~) = -Y. ~e~e-pli(co -~) e(~-P) ~ -A -7. ~e_ped e(~-P) i(~ -~) ~-~ ~,~ ~,#

= -Y. ~e~e_pl(e(~-P) i(~-~) + i(~ -'~) e(~-P)) ~-'~ -2: 8,, [e_p, e,d le(~o-P) i(~ -~) ~-,4 = ~ (-~e~e-d~ -~ + ~h~l~(~ -~) ~(~-~) ~-~) -~.f~ ~_p.~ ~_ple(~-P)i(~ -~) ~-~,
We split up the last term on the right according to the two possibilities ~r > fl and fl > ~r where > is a linear ordering of ~t making the elements of A+ positive. Whenever ~r is not a root, there is no contribution; hence, using (3.6 d), we get 
e~ N_ p ,, e~_ p ] e( oJ -p) i( a~ -~) o)-,4 = ~. e~ N~-a ~ er/e(cor-~)i(~o -a) co -'a
= -~ e,,N-r.,~erle(oP'-~')i(o~ -') o~ -a = _ ~ e~erfe(e-~,o~-*')i(e~-") o~ -a.
(~* + ~*~) (lw -A) = ~ ( -e``e~,e_~,l w -A + e``h=l e( w -a) i( w -~) o~ -A) cg
+ ~. e~e~,le(e_rw -~) i(w -a) co -A + ~ e~e_rle(erw-`` ) i(w-``) co -A.
Using the identities (5.8), one finds that
(~T* + T*D + ~* T + T~*) (tw -'~) = 89 ~ e_ale(m-") i(w -p) epw -a + 89 Y e_``li(o~-P) epe(w -~) w -'~ -89 Y~``e,,li(w -a) e(w-P) e_pw -A --89 e,,e,,le(w -p ) e_p i(w -a ) w -A = 89 ~ e_,, li(w -p ) e(epw -a ) w -'4 + 89 ~ eaeje(w -p) i(epw-``) w -~ + ~ Z (e-jea w-A --eaeafe-aw-A) 9
Since epw -a= -eaw-B (cf. (5.4)), and in view of (5.8a), the expression above equals
(e_de`` w -,,.e``le_a w + e_ale(e`` w --~ ~. e``ea/e(w -p ) i(eaw -p) w -A ,
Now w-a ~ ~pe(w-P) i(e``w -p) w -a is dual to the mapping w-A ~ ~pe(e~w-P) i(w -~) w -a=
eaw -a. Hence
(5.10) (~T* + T* b + ~* T + T $*) (/w -'~) = Y. (e_d e,,w -'4 -e,,e,,t e_,,w-'4)
. 
(TT* + T'T) e(eo -~) = ~<, .N_~.~ T* e(of p) e(~ -~) -T* e(r -~) T +Ter -T e(~o-") T* --e(~o -~ ) (TT* + T'T) + Te@ -eat + 89 ~ ~V-~.~,(T*e(o~ -~) e(o~ ~-~') -e(o~-~) e(o~-~')T * ) ~-e(~o -~') (TT* + T'T) + Te~, -eat + 89 e~<~N_p.a (epe(o~ ~-~ ) -e(eo -p) e~_p).
Replacing a-fl by fl in the second half of the last term and noticing that Np_a,a= -~V_p.~, one obtains
~ .tV-p.a (epe(r p-a) -e (~-P) e=_p) = ~, (e(epe_p~ -~) + 2 e(e_,eeo -a) ep)
-(2 e -~, ~) e(~ + 2 ~ e(e_pco -~) ep.
In the last step, Lemma 3.1 was used; 9 is one-half of the sum of the positive roots. 
Tea --eat = 89 ~ (e(eo -p) e_pea -e,,e(m -p) e_p)
= -
~ ~ e(e,,m -p) e_p + 89 ~ e(m -p) (e_p%, -e~e_p) p + 89 ,+ .>~ >;,_-,V,,. ~,_p N_ p..;, e(~-P) e(~P-'r-~) i(~-';') -89 Y (~, ~,) e(oJ -~ ) e(~o-~) i(o~-~) + 89 ~: (~, p) e(~o-P) e(~o -~) i(o~-P).
P. GR~rFz's AND W. SC ~ra~
We transform the second, third, and fourth terms on the right of (5.15) 
r_ p N_ p. ~ e( eo-P) e( a~ -a-~) i( a~-r) ------~ N~._p N_p_~. ~ e(oy a-'~) e(co -p-~) i(eo -~) = -~ e(e_peo -'~) ep.
~>p.~ # Together, (5.13)-(5.16) lead to the identity (TT* +T'T) e(~o -a) = e(eo'ffi) 9 (TT*+ T'T) + ~ (2 ~ -~, ~) -~ (a,/~) e(co -~) e(~o -B) i(co-P).
For 
[] (/co -'~) = Y e~(h,,l e(eo -~) i(a~-") eo -'i -e,~e_~] co -'4) + Y. (ep -e~) e~f e(e_,,eo -p) i(a~ -p) eo -A
+~ (ep + 1) e_,de(e~ eo -p) i(ea -p) oJ -A + ~ (] A I, 2 ~ -IAI) ]a~ -~.
For the preceding computations, the assumption that we were deallng with a homo. geneous complex manifold D = G/H, where H is a toms, was not really crucial, and similar expressions for [] can be deduced more generally for manifolds D = G/V, when V is not necessarily a torus. In one case, the formula even simplifies considerably when one works with a non-toral isotropy group, and it is perhaps of interest to mention this special formula, although we shall not use it here.
Let D=(7/V be a noneompaet Hermitian symmetric space, i.e. V=K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and 11_ is an Ad K-invariant abe/dan subalgebra of g, and let E~-~D be the homogeneous holomorphie vector brindle determined by an irreducible representation ~: V-~GL(E), whose highest weight we shall denote by 2. The E. 
/2+~ is nonsingular, let w be that element o] the Weyl group which carries 2 +Q into the highest Weyl chamber, and l the number o/o:EA+ such that w(a) is nedlative; then ttk(X, O(Ez)) vanishes i/ k ~-l, and is the irreducible M-module o/ highest weight w(2 +~)-Q q ~=t.
Proo/. First, we assume that B is a Borel subgroup of Go, as we did in w 5; M will take on the role which G played there. Then V = M N B is a toms, and • therefore must be a one- 
(/O.)-A)=O=T*(/O-A). Hence /co -~ is harmonic precisely when ~([w-A), ~*([w--A), T([W-A), and T*([o~ -A) all vanish.
As was pointed out already, T and T* may be viewed as endomorphisms of An~_. Since According to the highest weight theory, U~ =0 unless ~-w(~ +~) is the lowest weight of V~, i.e. unless V, has highest weight w(~t +~)-~; and if U~ =t=0, U, is one-dimensional.
Consequently, the M-module of harmonic monomials /w -A, with A of the form A+ fl w-l(-A+), is irreducible and has highest weight w(~t + ~) -Q, provided that this weight belongs to the highest Weyl chamber, and is zero otherwise. We had seen already that all harmonic monomials arise in this fashion, and that Hk(E~) is spanned by monomials. 
Cohomology in the noncomlmct ease
We consider a manifold D=G/V dual to the K/~Mer C-space X=Gc/B=M/V, and a discrete subgroup F of G which acts on D without fixed points, such that F\G is compact.
Then Y=F\D is a compact complex manifold. Let g: V~GL(E) be an irreducible repre-sentation whose highest weight, relative to the system of positive roots (I) of (t) In this case, by choosing the constant ~ in the statement of the lemma sufficiently large, we can make all of the ct greater than b s. Then the last inequality above will imply the vanishing of every ~G74~(E~), as desired. Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we may assume that Y =F\G/H where H~G is a maximal torus, and that the bundle in question is a line bundle Fa-~ Y. Also, the vanishing part of Theorem (7.2) is included in I~mma (7.1), and so it will suffice to prove that:
+5 5 (ep+ l)e-j,e(eao~-P)i(o~-P)eo-~'+ 89 ~ (iA,],2e-[A,i) ],co -'~'.
For this we will use the Hirzebruch-Riematm-Roch theorem for the nonalgebraie complex manifold Y, which has been proved by Atiyah-Singer (cf. [3] ). Taldng into account the Riemann-Roch formula given in [16] and (7.3), we must show: 
T(Y, FD=clea+e l-I ~ }
The action of the Weyl group of (g, ~) on ~* induces an action on the image of c in H* ( Y, C).
The Chern class c(y) is represented by the curvature form In view of (7. over X, for example, which is known to be different from zero (Theorem (6.1)), is a multiple of the expression (7.7), reinterpreted as a differential form on X and integrated over the fundamental cycle. Thus the form (7.7) cannot vanish, and we are done.
_Remark. We want to speculate a little on the possible implications of theorem (7.2). The spaces Y = F\D give a class of compact, complex manifolds which arise quite naturally in algebraic geometry (cf. [11] ) and function theory (el. Langlands [24] ), and for which the higher sheaf cohomology H=(')( Y, O(F,)), instead of being as usual an obstruction or, at best, a sideshow, is now the main object of interest.
For the purposes of the harmonic analysis on G there is at least a conjectural explanation. Roughly speaking, we should first let F c G be an arbitrary discrete subgroup and we If ~EB, the subspace S~=f~{H2'~ lies in D (cf. Hodge [18] ) and is well-defined modulo P. This gives the period mapping (I): B-~ Y, and in [11] it is proved that (I) is a holomorphic, horizontal mapping and the differential (I). is essentially injective.
If the degree n is 1, 2, or 3, then V~ is rational and r =0. Suppose that n =4. In a closely related conjecture, Langlands has postulated a connection between the dimensions of the cohomology groups considered in theorem 7.2 and the multiplicities of the representations g~ in Z~(F\G); for details, the reader is referred to [24] . We offer the vanishing theorem below as a partial result in the direction of the Langiands conjecture. This inequality follows from an argument which is formally identical to the proof of Lemma 7.1, except that the functions/~ are now compactly supported C ~176 functions on G. h~(x, y) = -B(z, ~(y)), ha(x, y) = B(z, a(y) ) for x, y EAd g(n_). The former is positive definite; the latter nondegenerate, at least at eB, and by G-invariance then over all of D. Let h(gB) be the product of the eigenvalues of h a on Ad g(n_) with respect to hM. By construction, h is a continuous function on all of X.
The l~eudoconvexity of dual mRnlfolds of Kiihler C-spaces
Because L~ and AnT*(X), n=dimeX, coincide, the restriction of h to D is proportional to the ratio ~'a/YM. It only remains to be shown that h a is degenerate on Ad g(n_) whenever gBEOD.
Suppose then that gB is a point of aD; for brevity, we set fi_ =Ad g(l~_), b cAd g(~). Thus we can choose a nonzero vector yefin a(~). Finally, since B(fi_, ~)=0, ha@, y) = B(x, q(y)) =0 for every xelT_, i.e. h a is degenerate on fi_, as was to be shown.
Horizontal mappings are negatively curved
In recent papers ( [9] , [20] , [22] , [32] , etc.) several authors have shown that negatively curved Hermitian manifolds in certain ways behave like bounded domains. In view of the presence of parabolic compact subvarieties, dual manifolds of K~hler G-spaces cannot, in general, be expected to be negatively curved. However, the analogy to the situation of w 8 might suggest that they are negatively curved in the horizontal directions, and this is indeed the case. Extending holomorphic maps over subvarieties is a local problem, and the removal of a subvariety of codimension at least two will not increase the connectivity of a manifold. We identify these linear functionals with left-invariant complex valued one-forms on G. In view of (3.6), the Maurer-Cartan equations assert that According to the definition of the Hermitian metric on D, {s*eo~ [a E A+-(I)} is a local unitary frame of (1, 0)-forms on D, whenever s is a local section of the principal bundle V:+G~D. The corresponding comaection and curvature forms can also be expressed as the pullback via s of left-invariant forms on G; thus we can transfer our computations from Dto G.
From now on, ~, ~, ~ will always denote elements of A+ -r and as indices of summation, these letters will range over A+ -~, subject to whatever other conditions are indicated.
A sum of two roots cannot belong to A+-r unless at least one of the two does (3.8);
moreover, N#. r is skewsymmetric in the indices. Hence, for ~qA+-~, we can rewrite 
